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was to avoid wherever possible the des ign, de velop m ent,
test and evaluation costs associated with SSP-unique
infrastructure. Three architectures in particular were
identified as prom ising: a sun synchron ous low Earth orb it
( LEO ) con stellation, a middle Earth orbit (MEO)
multiple-inclination constellation, and one or m ore
stand-alone geostationary Earth orbit ( GEO) SPS serving
single, dedicated ground sites. This paper presents a
sum m ary of the results of the "Fresh Look" study, including
architectures, systems concepts and technologies.
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During 199 5-19 97, the Nationa l Aero nau tics and Space
Adm inistration (NAS A) condu cted a far-reaching,
preliminary reexamination of the technologies, systems
concepts a nd terrestrial m arke ts th at m ight be involved in
future space s olar power ( SSP) systems. The principal
objec tive of this 'Fresh look" study was to determine
whether a solar power satellite ( SPS) and assoc iated
systems cou ld be d efined that could deliver ene rgy into
terrestrial electrical power grids at prices equal to or below
ground alternatives in a variety of markets, do so without
major environmental drawbacks, and which could be
developed at a fraction of the initial investment projected
for the SPS Reference System of the late 1970s.

INTRODUCTION

ABSTRACT
The concept of generating solar power in space for
wireless transmission to receivers on the ground has been
discussed at some length during the past three decades.
During the first decades of the new century, global demand
for electrical power is projected to grow dram atic ally perhaps doubling from 12 terawatts to more than 24
terawatts. Achieving this power growth while managing
environmental im pacts effectively is a cruical international
challenge. During 1995-1996, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) conducted a far-reaching
re-examination of the technologies, systems concepts and
terrestrial markets that might be involved in future space
solar power ( SSP) systems. The prin cipal obje ctive of this
"fresh look" study was to determ ine whether a solar power
sate llite ( SPS) and associated systems could be defined
that could deliver energy into terrestrial electrical power
grids at prices equal to or below ground alternatives in a
variety of m arkets, do so without major environmental
drawbacks, and which could be developed at a fraction of
the initial investment projected for the SPS Reference
System of the late 1970s.

Ap proxim ate ly 100 experts in a wide variety of disciplines
participated in this two-year study, which involved three
major workshops. Working within the context of the global
energy marketplace of the 21st Century - including a major
focus on emerging nations - the study examined 5 different
m ark ets and about 30 different SPS concepts, ranging
from the 1979 SPS Reference Concept defined by the US
Department of Energy and NASA to very advanced
con cep ts involving technologies which ha ve not yet been
validated in the laboratory.
Fo llowing a preliminary assessment of technical and
econom ic risks and projected costs , 7 SSP system
architectures and 4 specific S PS con cep ts were chosen for
examination in greater depth using a comprehensive,
end-to-end systems analysis employing a desk-top
com puter m odeling tool that w as developed for the stu dy.
Several innovative con cep ts we re de fined and a variety of
new technolog y applicatio ns considered, including solid
state m icrow a v e t ra n s m i t te r s , e x treme ly large
ten sion-sta bilized structu res (both te the rs and inflatab le
structures), and autonomously, self-assembling systems
using advanced in-space computing systems. A key
strategy to achieve initial cost goals was to avoid wherever
possible the design, development, test and evaluation
cos ts associated with SSP-unique infrastructure, such as
fully reusable, heavy lift launch vehicles.

W orking with a major focus on emerging nations - the
study exa m ined 5 different m ark ets and about 30 different
SPS concepts, ranging from the 1979 SPS Reference
Concept defined by the US Department of Energy and
NASA to very advanced concepts involving technologies
that have not yet been validated in the laboratory. Following
a preliminary assessment of technical and economic risks
and projected costs, 7 SSP system architectures and 4
specific SPS concepts were chosen for em ploying in
greater dep th using a comprehensive, end-to-end systems
analysis employing a desktop computer modeling tool that
was developed for the study. Several innovative conc epts
were defined and a variety of new technology applications
considered. A key ground rule to achieve initial cost g oals

Three architectures in particular were identified as
promising: a sun-synchronous low Earth orbit ( LEO)
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c o n s t e ll a ti o n , a m i d d l e E a rt h o rb it (M E O )
multiple-inclination constellation, and one or m ore
stand-alone geostationary Earth orbit ( GEO) SPS serving
single, dedicated ground sites.

1976-1 980 with support from NA SA . This stu dy re sulted in
the 1979 Reference SPS System, shown in Figure 1.
All solar power co ncepts - spa ce-base d or terrestrial inherently require large areas. Since the sun provides
about 1365 watts per square m eter of e nergy at the Earth's
orbit, genera ting a megawatt with a 20% efficient array
requires an area of about 3700 square m eters. Howe ver,
the SPS concept that emerged by 1979 was not only large,
it was also infrastructure-rich because it was based upon
the large, astronaut-erected space platform concepts that

This paper presents a strate gic summ ary of the results of
the "Fresh Look" Study, including architectures, systems
con cep ts and technologies. It also provides a su m m ary of
the very promising resu lts that em erged from preliminary
market and economic analyses that were conducted.

Figure 1: 1979 Reference System Concept:

THE 1970s DOE-NASA SPS STUDY

were comm on of this era in which Gerard O'Neil and others
envisioned the eventual construction of vast, artificial cities
in space.

The concept of generating power from sunlight in space,
and then transmitting that power by wireless means to the
surface of the Earth for use, was first invented by Dr. Peter
Glaser of Arthur D. Little. Various studies of this concept
were conducted during the 1970s, culminating in a major
study led by the U S D epartm ent of Energy ( D OE) in

The 1979 SPS architecture entailed deploying a series of
as many as 60 SP S into geo station ary Ea rth orbit ( GEO).
Each of these SPS was planned to provide dedicated,
baseload power ranging from 5 to 10 GW of continuous
energy for a "m egacity" on the E arth - q uite pro bab ly a city
in the U.S. itself.
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An enorm ous single platform , as sem bled in space from
large, com pression-sta bilized struts and joints was the
fundamental building block of this concept. On the large
SPS platforms - which ranged from 5 km by 10 km in area
and 0.5 km deep for a system delivering 5 GW - a host of
very large discrete system elem ents would be assembled
to provide thre e m ajor func tions: p ower collection and
managem ent (including PV arrays, therm al m ana gem ent,
etc.), platform support systems (such as con trol system s to
provide three-axis stabilization, and so on) and RF power
generation and transmission.

tec hnology. Also, a variety of other key technical advances
have been made involving ma ny key technological areas
and di verse new systems concepts. Although
systems-level validation of key technologies, such as
power conversion and large-scale wireless power
transmission ( W PT) have not occurred, component-level
prog ress ha s be en g reat.
The re are fundamentally new opportunities for partnerships
compared to the environment of 20 years ago. Strong
opportunities exist now for internatio nal teaming and
resultant support. Recently, SSP activities have occurred
in Japan, Canada, Europe, Russia. For example, the
Japanese have conducted a wide variety of experiments,
studies and technological research related to space solar
power during the past 10 years, including a particular SSP
stud y entitled: "SPS 200 0".

The 1979 SP S R eference platform s, comprised as they
wo uld have been of large, erected structures and installed
systems, were en visioned to be deployed through the use
of a m ass ive, unique infras tructu re. T his infra structure
included a fully-reusable two-stage-to-orbit ( TSTO)
Earth-to-orbit (ETO) transportation system as well as a
m assive construction facility in low Earth orbit ( LEO) that
wo uld have required hun dreds of astronauts to work
contin uously in space for several decades. The financial
im pact of this deployment sch em e was s ignificant: m ore
than $250 billion (in 1996 dollars) was estim ated to be
required before the first comm ercial kilowatt-hour could be
delivered.

Fin ally, there is a new paradigm for the relationship
between governments and industries, for exa m ple with
NA SA 's role in research and development to reduce risk
and to seek g overnm ent m ission applications -but not to
actually develop operational systems.
As a res ult of the se a nd o ther fa ctors , in 1995 NASA 's
Advanced Concepts Office determined that the time was
appropriate to revisit the subject of spac e solar power.

Ultim ate ly, the US Na tion al R esearch C ouncil (NRC) and
the (former) Congressional Office of Technology
Assessm ent (OT A) concluded follo win g re views in
1980-1981 that although solar power satellites were
tec hnically feasible, they were - based on the 1979 SPS
Reference - programm atically and econ om ica lly
unachievable. Although the NRC recom mended that
related rese arch co ntinue and that the issue of SSP
viability should be revisite d in about a decade, in fac t all
serious effort on solar power from space by the U.S.
government ceased.

THE NASA "FRESH LOOK" STUDY
The M arket
The global energy marketplace is very dynam ic. W orld
population is increasing by about 80 million each year. The
multinational "m iddle class" is gro wing still m ore quickly.
The US Department of Energy ( DOE) Energy Information
Agency (EIA) has projected that the world-wide use of
energy will approxim ately double in the next twenty years
- and that it w ill about double again in the twenty years that
follow. These projections are founded on the ongoing
grow th in populations in the developing world and
sim ultaneous growth in the per capita consumption of
power in those nation s. Figure 2 illustrates the projected
international marketplace for electrical energy during the
next 20 years.

WHAT HAS CHANGED?
The re have been a number of important changes in the
external context for consideration of space solar power
during the past 15-20 years. The most important is the
increasing demand for energy globally and the resulting
increasing concern regarding carbon combustion, CO2
emissions and global climate change, discussed below. As
a result, there is a major priority being place on the
development of renewable energy sources.

Another forecas t has also b een m ade . The International
Program on Climate Change (IPCC) and the US Global
Change Research Program (USG CRP) in their most recent
annual report re count stro ng evidence that the Earth's
tem perature has increased by at least 0.5-1.0 degrees
Fa hrenheit during the past ce ntu ry. T he cause of this
increase is a subject for considerab le discussion. Howe ver,
it is believed by m ore than 2400 scientists that this increase
is the result of hum an activities - predominantly the
unprecedented use during the 20th century of oil, coal and
natural gas (fossil fuels) for transportation and energy

Another important change has occurred at the US national
policy level. U S N atio nal Space Policy now calls for NASA
to mak e sign ificant investm ents in tech nology (not a
particular vehicle) to drive the costs of ETO transportation
down dra m atic ally. Th is is, of cours e, an abs olute
requirement of space solar power. This policy is, of course,
independent of any SSP-related considerations and thus
need not be "charged" against the cost of developing SSP
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production.

S SP Technologies and System s

Fu ndam entally, the global demand for energy is increasing
due to population growth at the same time that it per c apita
energy use is growing - driven by the equally strong
econom ic gro wth being experienced in m any developing
nations. Fo ssil fue l com bustio n-based pow er plants rem ain

A num ber o f innovative and advanc ed technologies w ere
investigated by the "fresh look" study for each major aspect
of an SSP system, including: the space segmen t, the
ground segment, space infrastructure, and transportation.

Figure 2: Projected Growth in Global Electrical

the dominant choice to meet energy demand. As a resu lt,
it is expected by the IPCC that increased power production
will lead to accelerating increases in the level of so-called
"greenhous e gases " (predom inantly carbon dioxide).

Space Segm ent Conve ntional structures as were very
innovative approaches, such as large gossamer structures.
In addition to implem entation of the space segment as a
single, unitary system , co nstituting the system s or arrays
from a num ber of independ ent sub-units were considered.
Alternative configurations were examined, including
conventional solar array/transm itter layouts with three-axis
stabilization, and innovative configurations th at exploit a
gravity gradient approach.

Conversely, the US dom estic energy m arke tpla ce is
relatively saturated, both with power plants and power
distribution systems . Greater gains in power "production"
and greenhouse gas reductions can be m ade in the US by
increasing the efficiency of electricity-using machines and
through other conservation means than by any other
competing approach.

Various means of solar energy conversion were examined,
including planar solar arrays, concentrator solar cells, and
solar dynamic systems. Various single and multiple tailored
band-gap cells were considered, with various levels of
concentration.

Because of these factors, during its first year, the "fresh
look" study focused on the energy needs of nations outside
the OECD (O rganization for Economic Cooperation and
Developm ent). In addition, due to the problems of using
very large amounts of power terrestrially, and to reduce
initial investm ent costs, the study examined non- GEO
con cep ts with total power output measured in the 100s of
Megawatts rather than Gigawatts.

Diverse innovative approaches to transmitting power from
space were ex am ined, including m icrow ave, m illimeter
wave, and optical/laser wavelengths. Various means of
generating the beam power were considered, including
m agnetrons, klystrons, gyrotrons, and Free Electron Las ers
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(EELs ). The impacts of beam frequency on both space and
Earth were assessed - alb eit in a very preliminary fashion
- including interference and likely biological effects.
Construction of the antennas in a single unit array and
m ultiple independent, but coordinated, unit alternatives
were considered. Several forms of integration of the
transm itters and antenn a were treated, as were lasers and
millimeter wave concepts. Finally, various app roac hes to
space segment deployment, operations and servicing were
considered.

the "Fresh Look" study. These include:
* LEO, sun-synchronous constellations of SSP satellites
with relatively low frequency power transmission,
* Middle Earth orbit (MEO) constellations of 5SF
satellites with rela tively low to interm ediate frequency
power transmission,
* LEO power generation with higher orbit Power Relay
Satellites (PR S) in M EO or G eos tationary Ea rth O rbit (
GEO) with a range of potential frequencies for power
transmission,
* Small-scale GEO SSP satellites with high-frequency
power transmission,
* Large-scale GEO SSP satellites with various potential
frequencies for power transmission, and
* Extremely large-scale systems involving multiple SSP
and PRS satellites with various potential frequencies for
pow er tran sm ission in LEO, M EO and GE O.

Several m ajor n ew s ystem con cep ts were defined as a
result of the fresh look study. These included:
* The "SunTower" - a gravity gradient stabilized, space
tether-based SSP system concept involving the use of
highly-modularized power generation (with inflatable solar
con cen trato r s ) and pow er transm ission (usin g
mass-produced magnetron segments), and

The following section describes in more detail the two
m ajo r concepts that em erged from the "fre sh look" stu dy.

* The "SolarDisk" - a rotationally stabilized, GEO -based
SSP system con cept using differentially-spinning elements.
Ground Segment. The ground segment was receiving
systems and the m eans to transm it the electricity to
interm ediate distribution levels locally. For distributed
receiver architectures, the ground segment could also
include load leveling system s (particularly for niche
m arkets). The required size fencing to prevent radiation
outside the perimeter to exceed the lowest of any national
standard was addressed.

"FRESH LOOK" SSP CONCEPTS

Th e "Su nT ow er"
The "SunTower" SSP concept exploits several innovative
approaches to reduce the development and life cycle cost
of SSP, while at the same time broadening market
flexibility. The system concept involves an exten sively
evolvable and m odu lar space seg m ent, initially deployed in
low Earth orb it and late r m igrating to an elliptical Earth
orbit. A single satellite/ground receiver 'pair' would be sized
to approximately 100-400 MW scale, with multiple satellites
required to m aintain con stan t pow er at that level. T his
concept is depicted in Figure 3.

Space Infrastructure. Reliance on in-space or
system-unique space infrastructure was m inim ized in the
"Fresh Look" study as a strategy for reducing the cost of
initial system developm ent, de ploym ent and operations.
The use of humans in space was minimized except wh ere
the ir presence had the potential lower life cycle costs.
Conversely, the use of automated/ autonomous systems or
robotics was maximized.

SSP: Development & Manufacturing. Th is conce pt,
owning to its exte nsive m odularity, will entail relatively sm all
individual system com pon ents which can be developed at
a moderate price, ground tested with no new facilities, and
demonstrated in a flight environ m ent w ith a su b-scale test.
Manufacturing can be 'm ass productio n' style from the first
satellite system.

Transportation. Earth-to-orbit and in-space transportation
are crucial to the success of any SSP concept due to the
large masses required for power generation and
transmission for all known concepts. Transportation
requirem ents were assessed as a function of potential
markets/prices, including near-, m id-, and far-term options.
Overall, transportation system concepts th at c ould deliver
SSP elem ents to LE O for co sts on the order of $100-$200
per pound and to GEO for costs on the order of $1000 per
pound appear feasible.

Ground Launch Infrastructu re. No concept-unique
ground launch infrastructure is required, beyond that
neces sary to achieve extremely low launch costs (on the
order of $200 -$400 per k g).
Earth-to-O rbit Transportation. No concept-unique ETO
transportation system is required, beyo nd that neces sary
to achieve extrem ely low launch c osts (on the order of
$400 pe r kg), with payloads of g reate r than 10 MT; this is
consistent with Highly Reusable Space Transportation

SSP Architectures
Several related but distinct architectural app roac hes to the
problem of space solar power were identified as a part of
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(HRST) system con cep ts. (T he H RS T s tudy an d its res ults
are d iscusse d in IAF -97-V.3.0 6.)

SSP: Spac e Seg me nt. Th e "Su nT owe r" con cep t is a
constellation of medium-scale, gravity gradient-stabilized,
RF-transmitting space solar pow er system s. Ea ch s atellite
resembles a large, Earth-poin ting sunflower in which the
face of the flow er is the transmitter array, and the 'leaves'
on the stalk are solar collectors. The concept is assumed
to transm it at 5.8 G Hz from an initial operational orbit of
1000 kin, sun-synchronous, at a transmitted power level of
about 200 MW RF. Total beam-steering capability is 60
degrees (+30 degrees). A s ingle transm itting 'elem ent, is
therefore projected to be a hexagonal surface
approxim ate ly 5 cm in diam eter. These e leme nts are

In-Space Infrastructure. No unique in-space infrastructure
is required for initial system deployment, which takes place
in LEO. However, it is assumed that the launched systems
include mod ular assembly-support systems. These consist
of a clever mechanical scheme inherent in the structure.
In-Space Transportation. No permanent in-space
transportation is re quired fo r initial syste m deploym ent,
which could take place in LEO or (better) at an

Figure 3: The "Sun Tower" SPS Concept (MEO constellation)

pre-integrated into 'sub-assemblies' for final assembly on
orbit. For 200 MW transm itted RF po wer, the transm itter
array is an 'element and subassembly -tiled plane' that is
essentia lly circular, approximately 260 meters in total
diam eter, and approxim ate ly 0.5-to-1.0 m ete rs in
thickness.

interm ediate staging orbit (e.g., 1200 km. T wo functions
must be m et by the in-space transportation approach: (1)
transport of the 5SF to its operational orbit (this may be an
inherent function of the SSP - e.g., using SEPS), (2)
transport of new or replacement elements to the
operational orbit and return for de-orbit of replaced
elements.

Sunlight-to-electrical power conversion must be modular
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and deployable in "units" about 50-100 meters in diameter
with a net 1 MW electrical output (appro xim ately). The
primary technology option is a gossamer-structure based
reflec tor with no n-dynam ic conversion at the focu s (e.g .,
advanced photo voltaic s); this referenc e is su bjec t to trade
studies. These collection systems are presumed to be
alw ays sun-facing (with the system in a sun-synchronous
orbit) and to be attached regularly in pairs along the length
of a structural/power transmitting tether to the backplane of
the transmitter array. Heat rejection for power conversion
and conditioning systems is assumed to be modular and
integrated with power conversion systems.

The space segment is consistent with a variety of ground
segment approaches; however during the early years of
operations, m ultiple gro und stations would be re quired to
achieve reasonable utilization of capacity. For primary
power, a ground-based energy storage system would be
required, in particu lar in the early phases of overall system
deployment in which only a single SunTower was
operatio nal.

Heat rejection for the transm itter is assu m ed to be both
modu lar and integrated at the 'back-plane' of the
transmitter array. Power transmission lines from the single,

Markets. Electrical energy m ark ets on a global basis could
be served by a single SunTower satellite with incremental

Com mercial Power Utilities Interface. This interlace may
be one of several types, including single site power into the
grid.

Figure 4: Representative Financial Performance for the "SunTower SPS (MEO) Scenario

central tether attachm ent point to the backplane are
assumed to be integrated with the modular sub-assemblies
of the array.

increases in coverage with expansion of the space
segment to a constellation.
Financial Factors. The "SunTower" concept is projected
to be achievable for a cost-to-first-power on the order of $8
B to $15 B (for a 250 M W platform. This represents a
factor of 30 reduction below the comparable investment

SSP: Grou nd S egm ent. The nom inal ground receiver for
the SunTower concept is a 4km diameter site with direct
electrical feed into the comm ercial power utilities interface.
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nec ess itated "dual lodes" in th e phased array. This
approach resolved the problem of providing continuous
trans m ission when a single transmitter would have been
blocked by the solar array, but led to an unaccepta ble
increase in the system m ass. The second major issue with
the initial SolarDisc c onfiguration wa s that of how to
provide the mechanical and electrical interface between the
spinning PV array and the stationary, Ea rth-pointing
phased array. The new configuration resolves both of these
issues.

required for the 1979 Referenc e System . Figure 4
illustrates the financial performance for a SunTower
architecture involving 18 SPS, deployed over 10 years.

The "SolarDisc"
Summary. The "SolarDisc" space solar power concept
exp loits a revolutionary paradigm shift to reduce the
development and life cycle cost of a large geosta tionary
orbit. In particu lar, the system concept involves an
exten sively axisymm etric, modular space segment which
'grows' in geostationary Earth orbit (GEO), and can provide
an early 'online' capa bility at a reduced power level (see
Figu re 5). A single satellite/ground receiver 'pair' would be
used; this pair can be sized according to the specific
m ark et, ranging from app roximately 1 G W to 10 GW scale.

SSP: Space Segment. The "SolarDisc" concept is a
single, large-scale GEO -based, RF-transmitting space
solar power systems. Each satellite resembles a large,
Earth-pointing disc which is approxim ately 3-to-6
kilome ters in diam ete r. T his disc is contin ually
Sun-pointing. The center of the disc is occupied by a hub
which integrates the power from each segment of the PV
disc. This powe r is conveyed via two redundant structures
(like the fork o n the front wh eel of a bicycle) to a continu ally
Earth-pointing phased array that is approxim ate ly 1
kilometer in diameter. The concept is assum ed to transm it
at 5.8 GHz fro m an operatio nal GEO location , at a
transmitted power level of 2-8 GW RF. Total beam-steering
cap ability is 10 degrees (+/- 5 d egrees). A single
transmitting 'element' is projected to be a hexagonal
surface app roximately 5 cm in diam eter. T hes e elem ents
are integrated into 'sub-assem blies' for final assembly on
orbit. The transmitter array is an 'element and
sub-assembly-tiled plane' that is essentially circular, about
1000 m eters in total diam eter, and approxim ate ly 1
.5-to-3.0 meters in thickness.

SSP: Development & M anufacturin g. Th is conce pt,
owning to its exten sive m odularity, will entail relatively sm all
individual system com ponents which can be developed at
a moderate price, ground tested with no new facilities, and
demonstrated in a flight environ m ent w ith a su b-scale test.
Manufacturing can be 'mass production' style from the first
satellite system.
Ground Launch Infrastructure. No concept-unique
ground launch infrastructure is required, beyond that
neces sary to achieve extrem ely low launch costs (on the
order of $200 per pound ).
Earth-to-O rbit Transportation. No concept-unique ETO
transportation system is required, beyond that nece ssary
to achieve extremely low launch costs (on the order of
$200-$400 per kg), with payloads of greater than 10 MT;
this is consistent with HRST.
In-Space Infrastructure. A unique in-space infrastructure
is required for system deploym ent. An extrem ely affordable
LEO-to- GE O in-space trans porta tion system is vitally
im portant to this concept. It is also assumed that the
launched systems will include modular assembly-suppo rt
systems. These m ust consist of both a clever mechanical
schem e inherent in the structure as well as sophisticated
and m obile, self-contained robotics appro ach - e.g.,
'spiders'.
I n - S p a c e T ra n s p o rt a ti o n . A u n i q ue i n -s p a c e
transportation is required for initial syste m deploym ent,
which takes place in LEO. An extrem ely affo rdable LEO-toGEO in-space transportation system is vitally impo rtant to
this co nce pt.
The SolarDisc configuration discussed here is different
from that presented in the April 4,1997, Fresh Look Study
Repo rt in several ways. There we re two m ajor issue s with
the original configuration. First, the placement of the RF
transm itter at the center of the rotating PV array disc
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Com mercial Power Utilities Interface. This interlace may
be any one of several diverse types (options to be
assessed), including single site power into the grid.

Sunlight-to-electrical power conversion is via thin-film PV
array. This system is anticipated to be largely modular at
the sub-elemen t level and deployable in "units" that
represent a single concentric ring of 2-4 meters in width.
The collection system is intended to be always sun-facing
(with orientation by angular mom entum). Heat rejection for
power conversion and conditioning systems is ass um ed to
be passive, but where active cooling is needed, to be

Markets. Electrical energy markets on a global basis could
be served by a single SolarDisc satellite with incremental
increases in pow er level from a single satellite (as the
SolarDisc grows), and with expanded coverage from a
single satellite with addition of multiple ground segments,

Figure 5: Depiction of a 5 GW "SolarDisc" SPS System Concept

modular and integrated with power transmission systems.

and with further expansion of the space segment to a
constellation of at least three-to-four satellites covering the
majority, of the Earth's energy markets.

SSP: Grou nd S egm ent. The nominal ground receiver for
the SolarDisc concept is a 5-6+ km diameter site with direct
electrical feed into a local utilities interface. The space
segment is consistent with a variety of ground segment
approaches. In particular, multiple ground sites (e.g., on
order 10-20) could be served from a single SolarDisc SPS
with time-phased power transmission. For primary powe r,
no ground-based energy storage system would be
required.

Financial Factors. The "SolarDisc" is projected to be
achievable for a cost to first power on the order of
$30B-$50 B for a 5 GW platform . Although still larg e, th is
represents a facto r of 5 re ductio n below th e com parable
investment required for the 1979 Reference System.
Figu re 6 illustrates the financial perform ance for a
SolarDisc architecture with 6 SPS, deployed over 30 years.
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from the sun that th e Earth is which are capable of finding
and studying Earth-like planets around near-by stars deep
space (this is the so-classed "Planet-Finder" science
mission concep t). Another application is in integrated radar
and/or high-rate com m unications for sc ience m ission s to
the asteroids, comets, or other small solar system bodies.

SPACE APPLICATIONS OF SSP
A preliminary assessment of potential space applications
of the technologies and system concepts defined as a part
of the "fresh look" study is being cond ucted. Preliminary
findings suggest that a wide variety of these potential
applications exist

Commercial Missions
Various com m ercial applicatio ns can be identified. SEPS
stages for commercial GEO satellites may be developed.
Also, high levels of on-board power for these satellites may

Science Missions
Several space science applications of advanced SSP

Figure 6: Financial Performance for a Typical "SolarDisc" SPS Scenario

be of interest. Finally, affordable power for farther-term
future space business parks could be readily developed
from space solar power systems.

technologies can be identified. For example, Solar Electric
Propulsion System (SEPS) stages for outer planet robotic
science missions, non-RTG/nuclear power for Jupiter
robotic science missions (in the 1 kW -class or m ore) with
the option for hig h-rate comm unications. (This approach
integrates the power collector and the RF comm unications
antenna - the so-called a "power antenna" approach
created by the Jet Pro pulsion La bora tory.)

Exploration Missions
Lastly, there are a number of potential applications of these
technologies in future human exploration missions,
including the moon, Mars and asteroids in the inner solar
system. These include: megawatt-class SEPS Lunar cargo

SSP systems m ay be applied for very large space
observatories based in a solar orbit several times farther
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space transfer vehicles Lunar orbit W PT for Lunar surface
power affordable human M ars mission transportation
systems.

CONCLUSIONS
The increasing global energy demand is likely to continue
for many decades. New power plants of all sizes will be
built. However, the environmental impact of those p lants
and their impact on world energy supplies and geopolitical
relationships can be problem atic. R enewable energy is a
compelling approach - both philosophically and in
engineering terms. However, many renewable energy
sources are limited in their ability to affordably provide the
baseload power required for global industrial development
and prosperity, because of inherent land and water
requirements.

Of these, the concept of using multi-megawatt-class space
solar pow er system s to achieve very low cost Mars mission
con cep ts appears to have particular leverage. By using
systems that are a m ena ble to low-cost, multi-unit, modular
m anufacturing, even though the overall system m asses are
not lower, the cost a ppears to be significantly lower.
Exam ple: The "SolarClipper". An especially intriguing
opp ortun ity is that of usin g affordable megawatt-class
space power for interplanetary space m issions. It appears
to be possible to reduce the cost for Earth surface-to-M ars
orbit transportation dramatica lly through the use o f very
advanced, large-scale space solar power in a solar electric
propulsion system (SEPS) approach. The basic
architectural strategies of the SolarClipper conc ept are
straightforward:

Based on the recently-completed "fresh look" study, space
solar power concepts may be ready to reenter the
discussion. Certainly, solar power satellites should no
longer be envisioned as req uiring unim aginably large initial
inves tm ents in fixed infrastructure before the emplacement
of productive power plants can begin. Moreover, space
solar power systems appear to possess many significant
environm enta l advantages when co m pared to alternative
approaches to meeting increasing terrestrial demands for
energy - including requiring considerably less land area
than terrestrially-based solar power systems.

1. Use low-m as s/h igh-efficiency space solar energy,
rather than nuclear energy, as the basic power system;
2. Modularize transportatio n systems into packages of
less than 40,000 pounds each to enable launch of all but
selected surface system s, with resorting to heavy lift launch
vehicles (HLLV s);

The economic viability of such systems depends, of
course, on m any factors and the successful development
of various new techn ologies - not least of which is the
availability of exceptionally low cost access to space.
How ever, the sam e can be said of m any other advanced
power technologies options. Space solar power may we ll
emerge as a serious candidate among the options for
m eeting the energy dem ands of the 21st c entury.

3. Fabricate multiple identical SEPS systems to enable
effective m ass prod uction at dram atica lly lower cost per
unit weight of purchased hardware; and,
4. Use "brilliant" systems architectures that ca n assem ble
themselves in Earth orbit with little m ore than autonomous
rendezvous and docking technologies;
5. Exploit the higher fuel efficiency ("specific impulse" of
electric prop ulsion to offs et the m ass associated w ith
m odu larity of systems and interconnections between
system s as sem bled in spa ce.

G LO SS AR Y O F AC RO NY M S
DOE
Departm ent of Energy
EM
Electromagnetic
FEL
Free-Electron La ser
GEO
Ge osta tionary Earth Orbit
GHz
Gigahe rtz
GW
Gigawatts
HRST Highly Reusable Space Transportation
JPL
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
JSC
(NAS A) Johns on Spa ce Ce nter
kW
kilowatts
LANTR LO X-A ugm ente d Nuclear T herm al Ro ck et
LEO
Low Earth O rbit
LeRC Lewis Re search C enter
LOX
Liquid Oxygen
LUNO X Lunar Oxygen
MEO
Middle Earth O rbit
MSFC (NAS A) Ma rshall Space Flight Center
MW
Megawatts

Because the majority of a mission's mass could be
transported to Ea rth orb it on lower cos t vehicles, a
substantial savings (perhaps a factor of 2-to-3) in launch
cos ts might be achieved. Because most system elem ents
are m ass -produc ed, costs per un it weight could be reduced
by as much as a factor of 10.
As an added advantage, So larClipper cargo transfer
vehicles can - once they reach Mars orbit - be deployed for
use as operational solar power satellites using wireless
power transmission to provide essential energy to surface
operations (thus elim inating the need for Mars surface
nuclear reactors). This combination of SEPS for
Earth-Ma rs transport, and SPS W PT at M ars, c ould make
possible non-nuclear exploration architectures (at least
within the inner solar system ).
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NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NTR
Nu clear Th erm al Ro cket
OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and
De velop m ent
Pv
Photovoltaic
RBCC Rock et-Based C om bined Cycle (Propulsion)
RF
Radio Frequency
SEPS Solar Electric Propulsion System
SPS
Solar Power Satellites
SSP
Space Solar Powe r
W
W atts
W PT
W ireless Power Transmission
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